
Truth or Consequences 
 
It is fairly common for employees in most organizations, large or small, to complain about 
internal company communication. Although everyone has their own definition of what effective 
corporate communication involves, improving one-on-one communication is a good starting 
point to help solve the problem. 
 
Effective communication begins with, but has only a little to do with what we say. Our voice 
inflection actually has more than five times the impact on the listener’s understanding than do 
the words we use.  And, even more importantly, our non-verbal clues (gestures, facial 
expressions, eye contact, etc.) contribute almost eight times more than what our words do to 
an overall understanding of the message we send. 
 
How we communicate 
    7%    from the words we use 
  38%    from our voice inflection 
  55%    from non-verbal (body language) 
100%    of how we communicate 
 
When we were young, we can all probably recall situations when our mother asked us to do 
something in a normal tone of voice.  And then, if we didn’t respond quickly enough to suit her, 
she might have used the same words, but her tone of voice certainly helped us understand her 
sense of urgency.  Lastly, if we still didn’t react, the look on her face as she told us again 
definitely made the message clear.  Yes, most of us did learn early in our lives that body 
language is the greatest indicator of the meaning we intend to send in our message. 
 
Last point.  I think we’ve all had instances when an email was misunderstood.  Aren’t emojies 
added to help someone understand?  If we only need to pass on information, electronic 
methods work pretty well.  But, if we really want to be understood and communicate 
effectively, we need to look the person in the eye when we are talking to be sure we are  
matching our non-verbal clues with the words we speak. 
 
 


